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7.1 The Role of Social Context for the Interpretation 
of Emotional Facial Expressions 

The scientific study of emotion expressions is usually traced to Darwin's semi
nal work "On the expressions of the emotions in man and animai" (1872/1965). 
Darwin understood emotion expressions ,as the visible part of an underlying emo
tional state, which are evolved and (at least at some point in the past) adaptive. 

> Yet, Darwin's view has been disputed and rejected by those who considered facial 
expressions as exc1usively or predominantly social or cultural signals. Also, a 
number of studies in the early years of the twentieth century came to the conc1u
sion that emotions can only be recognized at chance levels, whereas other studies 
found good recognition rates. This disparity in findings led Bruner and Tagiuri in 
their 1954 Handbook 01 Social Psychology artic1e to state that " ... the evidence 
for the recognizability of emotional expressions is unc1ear" (p. 634). They con
c1uded that, if anything, emotional facial expressions are culturally learned. This 
view remained basically unchanged until the early 1970s when research by Ekman 
and colleagues (Ekman 1973; Ekman et a1.1969, 1972; Ekman and Friesen 1971) 
as weIl as Izard (Izard 1971a, b) vindicated Darwin's idea that at least some basic 
emotional expressions are universal and directly associated with an underlying 
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emotional state. A number of discussions in leading journals took issue with the 
methodology employed in the studies that found support for universality (e.g., 
Ekman 1994; Izard 1997; Russell 1991, 1994, 1995) and social constmctivist 
approaches to emotion emphasized differences in emotion vocabularies and dis
puted universality on these grounds. 

Fridlund's Behavioral Ecology Theory (Fridlund 1994) contradicted Darwin's 
assumption of the usefulness of the honest communication of emotional states. He 
c1aimed that for emotion expressions to be truly useful as a communicative signal, 
they should be linked to the organism's social motives rather than to quasi-reflex
ive emotions. Hence, emotion expressions should be considered as expressions of 
social motives and not of emotions. In turn, Parkinson (2005) questioned the notion 
that communicating motives should be more adaptive than communicating emotions 
since when such motives are feigned they can also be used to cheat. His extensive 
review conc1udes that facial expryssions may wen serve as both symptoms of an 
underlying state and communicative signals. This notion was first empirically tested 
by Hess et al. (1995) who showed in a partial replication of Fridlund (1991) that 
smiles vary both as a function of social context (and thus social motives) and of the 
emotional content of the stimulus. These findings were extended by Jakobs and col
leagues to different contexts and emotions (Jakobs et al. 1999a, b, 2001). In sum, 
the question of whether and to what degree emotion expressions express emotions 
or motives and intentions may in fact be a spurious one as the two options, are . not 
mutually exc1usive and there are good reasons to believe both to be the case. 

However, in some ways, the question of what emotions actually express is less 
important when considering how they are interpreted. Specifically, as is amply 
demonstrated by the use of facial expressions in the arts, films, and literature peo
pIe understand emotional facial expressions to express emotions and they react in 
function of this understanding (NiedenthaI and Brauer 2012). This is also relevant 
to the conc1usions they draw from facial expressions, that is, the inferences about a 
person's character, their goals, and intentions, which can be drawn from observing 
or leaming about an individual's emotional reaction to an event. That is, people 
treat emotion expressions as if they express emotions and act in accordance. 

Yet, an expression does not occur in a vacuum. It occurs in a social context and 
even when emotions are feIt when a person is alone, the source of the emotion 
may well be another real or imagined person. Nonetheless, much of the research 
on the recognition of emotional facial expressions has been conducted in ways 
that minimize context information. Typically, participants see faces or sometimes 
only ovals of faces (which also exc1ude hairstyle and with it considerable gen
der information) with the task to label the emotion shown in the face. However, a 
completely context-free presentation of facial expressions is in fact impossible, as 
the face on which facial expressions are shown does itself provide context. Faces 
signal the social group membership of the person, inc1uding not only such obvi
ous aspects as gender, age, and ethnicity, but also social dominance (Mueller and 
Mazur 1997) and even sexual orientation (Rule et al. 2009). Much of this informa
tion can also be gleaned from the voice or from body postures. And all of these 
factors impact on our understanding of the emotion and its larger meaning. 
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In what follows, we will first discuss the process of understanding facial 
expressions and drawing inferences based on these expressions. We will then dis
cuss the elements of context, which in our conceptualization extends over current 
discussions of context in terms of information about the emotion-eliciting situation 
or concurrent emotion information provided by other channels (Barrett et al. 2011; 
Hassin et al. 2013) to inc1ude the tacit information that the perceiver has about 
relevant social mIes and norms as well as the perceiver's own goals, motives, and 
emotions. 

7.2 Why Context Is Needed for the Decoding of Facial 
Expressions 

The present chapter focuses on facial expressions. However, much of what we dis
cuss can be applied to emotion decoding processes in general, both those based on 
nonverbal cues such as postures, tone of voice, and gestures and those based on sec
ondhand information such as verbal descriptions of the expresser's behavior. In the 
early years of emotion research, the role of context was essentially constrained to 
the expression of emotions, which was thought to be influenced by culture-specific 
socially leamed display mIes (Ekman 1972) and even though Buck (1984) early on 
conc1uded that the existence of culturally shared display mIes implies the possibility 
of their use as decoding mIes, this observation generated little research. Yet, context 
is an integral part of the emotion decoding process as we outline below. 

7.2.1 Two Ways to Decode Emotion Expressions 

There are two ways to identify emotions from nonverbal cues. Most research on 
emotion recognition implicitly assurnes a pattern-matching process, where spe
cific features of the expression are associated with specific emotions (Buck 1984). 
For example, upturned corners of the mouth or lowered brows are recognized as 
smiles or frowns, respectively, and a perceiver can thus conc1ude that the individ
ual is happy or angry. In this process, the perceiver is a passive decoder, who could 
and in fact can (e.g., Dailey et al. 2002) be replaced by an automated system and 
context information does play no role or only a minimal one. 

However, when the perceiver knows the expresser, he/she can adopt an active 
role in the emotion identification process. Knowing the goals and values of others 
allows the perceiver to take their perspective and to infer their likely emotional 
state. Knowing about the temperament and emotional dispositions of the expresser 
further allows to refine predictions. For example, learning that someone's car was 
vandalized typically leads to the expectation that the person is angry. However, we 
may expect more intense anger from a choleric person than from an easygoing one 
and more anger if the car was cherished than if it was not. 
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Whereas a pattem-matching approach to decoding emotion expressions works 
weIl for the intense and unambiguous expressions that are typically depicted in 
standardized sets of emotion expressions such as the Pictures of Facial Affect 
(Ekman and Friesen 1976), it breaks down in many everyday situations where the 
nonverbal signal is often weak and ambiguous (Motley and Camden 1988). In this 
case, perspective taking can allow an ob server to deduce the likely emotional reac
tion based on both the ambiguous expression and the context information. 

But what happens if the expresser does not know the other person weIl or at 
aIl? In this case, any social category that the perceiver is aware of and for which 
expectations regarding emotional reactions exist can affect emotion identification 
(Kirouac and Hess 1999) in that the perceiver is more likely to attribute the more 
expected emotion evidenced in the ambiguous expression. For example, knowing 
that a (male) expresser is black or of high status leads ob servers to more readily 
label their expression as angry (I;Iugenberg and Bodenhausen 2003; Ratcliff et al. 
2012). 

So far, our discussion implicitly assumed "pure" emotion expressions, that is, 
expressions that can accurately be described by a single emotion label. Yet, such 
"pure" expressions are rare. In fact, most emotional situations elicit more than 
one emotion, with some being more prominent than others (Izard 1971a; Plutchik 
1980). More importantly, ob servers tend to see multiple emotions even when 
judging emotional expressions considered to be "pure" (RusseIl and Fel}r 1987; 
Russell et al. 1993; Yrizarry et al. 1998). This is especially the case in naturally 
occurring social interactions where people are likely to exhibit subtle expressions 
that are open to different interpretations (Ekman 2003; Motley and Camden 1988). 

Thus, the identification of emotions also involves the identification of second
ary emotions and these can be influenced by stereotype expectations as weIl. In 
this vein, Algoe et al. (2000) have shown that ob servers perceived fear expressions 
as reflecting more intense anger and contempt when targets were described as the 
boss (i.e., high status) rather than as employees (Le., low status). In a social inter
action, it can be expected to make a difference whether a person is seen as only 
fearful or as both fearful and angry. Thus, the identification-or misidentifica
tion-of secondary emotions can be expected to have implications for everyday 
interactions. This was demonstrated recently by Hess et al. (2014) who found that 
a tendency to (mis)attribute more secondary emotions to "pure" expressions was 
associated with diary reports of less positive social interactions. 

Conversely, stereotype expectations based on social group membership not 
only bias the perception of emotions such that some emotions are preferentially 
associated with some groups but can also influence the intensity of the per
ceived emotions. For example, Hareli et al. (2013) found that the very same emo
tion expression was rated as expressing less intense emotions when purportedly 
shown by women wearing a surgeon's mask then when shown by women wear
ing a niqab, demonstrating the effect of the occupational stereotype of doctors as 
unemotional. 

In sum, the identification of emotions can be accomplished via either a pas
sive pattem-matching process or a process where the perceiver actively generates 
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a label for the likely emotional state of the expresser based on both the expression 
and their knowledge of the context, either in the form of individualized knowledge 
about the expresser or based on the expresser's social group. The social group 
information can be used by observers to generate information about the likely 
emotions of members of this group and this information can then be applied to the 
emotion identification process. 

7.2.2 Some Complexities in Decoding Facial Expressions 

The above discussion made another implicit assumption, namely that ob servers 
in everyday life will in fact decode emotional facial expressions in the form that 
is assumed by decoding research-that is, they will apply an emotion label to the 
expression. However, as Frijda (1953) already notes, perceivers often identify emo
tional expressions in terms of components of the expression or of outcomes associ
ated with such states. For example, the perceiver may identify the emotion conveyed 
by an anger expression by referring to its action tendency ("looking as if she wants 
to hit someone") or their own reaction ("he makes me feel scared"). Further, in addi
tion to recognizing and labeling an emotional behavior, ob servers may often also 
identify its object, intensity and/or cause.- Thus, for example, perceivers may con
clude from a frown and clenched teeth not only that the expresser is angry but also 
that the anger is quite intense and when combined with a direct stare that the object 
ofthat anger is the perceiver (Adams et al. 2003; Hess et al. 2007). 

7.2.2.1 The Authenticity of Emotion Expressions 

This also raises the issue of the perceived authenticity of the expression. In 
fact, standard sets of emotion expressions that are used to assess decoding abil
ity generally use posed facial expressions and obviously the expressers are read
ily labeled by participants as "feeling" the emotion expressed. Even studies that 
assess the difference in perception between authentic and inauthentic expressions 
(typically smiles) often use posed expressions (Thibault et al. 2012) or even arti
fici al computer-generated faces (Maringer et al. 2011) and find that participants 
react differently to these expressions. Most research on expression authenticity 
has been conducted on smiles and it should not surprise anyone that smiles can be 
readily produced by most that inc1ude "markers" of authenticity (Krumhuber and 
Manstead 2009) and that people spontaneously use such smiles even in situation 
where genuine positive affect ~an be excluded (Hess and Bourgeois 2010). 

However, research showing that participants do not show mimicry (the spon
taneous imitation of the facial expressions of others, which fosters affiliation) to 
facial expressions when they suspect that these may be fake (Hess et a1.1998; Stel 
and Vonk 2009) suggests that perceived inauthenticity and, in fact, even suspected 
inauthenticity have an impact on social communication. The limited research on 
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the inferences drawn from inauthentic expressions suggests that the perception 
of inauthenticity also has an impact there. For example, Krurnhuber et al. (2007) 
found that smiles that were created with the dynarnic parameters of a fake smile 
were perceived as less trustworthy and led to less cooperation. 

In this context, both stereotype expectations and context are relevant. Thus, 
when a child witness's crying in a court room is perceived as too much her cred
ibility suffers (Golding et al. 2003) and generally any rnismatch between an 
expression and the context in which it was perceived may be taken as a sign of 
its inauthenticity (Grandey et al. 2005). Thus, even though sometimes expression 
authenticity can be detected from markers such as the Duchenne srnile (the wrin
kIes around the eyes that have been proposed as markers of srnile authenticity, 
Ekman et al. 1988) in many situations, these markers may not be reliable and con
text may provide useful hints to authenticity. 

7.3 Drawing Inferences from Emotions: A Model 
of the Reverse Engineering of Appraisals 

As already hinted at above, people do not stop once they have labeled an emo
tion. Rather, knowing that another person feels a certain way is informatioJ] that is 
used in social communication to further guide the interaction as emotional facial 
expressions provide information about the behavioral intentions of others in terms 
of threat or affiliation, the type of information that Frijda (1986) more generally 
refers to as action tendencies. But people do also very readily infer stable char
acteristics from facial expressions. Our reverse engineering model (see Fig. 7.1) 
(Hareli and Hess 2010) uses appraisal theory (Frijda 1986; Scherer 1987) to 
explain this process. 

Appraisal theories of emotion posit that emotions are elicited by the spontane
ous and intuitive appraisal of (internal or external) relevant stimulus events accord
ing to the perceived nature of the event (Amold 1960; Scherer 1987). Importantly, 
appraisals relate to the subjective perception of the stimulus and not its objective 
characteristics. 

Thus, the mere fact that someone reacts with an emotion to an event, signals 
that the event is relevant to that specific person, which in turn provides informa
tion about the person's goals and values. For example, the fact that a person reacts 
with anger to a perceived injustice signals that the person cares about this fact. 
When a relevant change in the environment is detected by an organism, it is evalu
ated according to whether it is pleasant or unpleasant and to what degree it is in 
line with the motivational state of the individual or obstructs the individual's goals. 
Thus, the second information that is encoded in the resulting emotion is informa
tion about preferences (the pleasantJunpleasant evaluation) and motivational goals. 
The appraisal of coping potential provides information about a person's resources 
and the evaluations regarding the correspondence of the event with the relevant 
social and personal norms provide information about a person's values. All of this 
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Fig.7.1 Reverse engineering of appraisals 

information is therefore encoded in the emotional expressions that are generated in 
this process. In fact, it has been proposed that facial expressions of emotions are a 
direct readout of appraisals (Scherer 1992; Smith and Scott 1997). 

Importantly, even though appraisals are typically not the product of reasoning 
processes, people can and do reconstruct· appraisal patterns consciously after the 
fact (Robinson and Clore 2002) and they can do so for other people's emotions as 
well (e.g., Roseman 1991; Scherer and Grandjean 2008). As such, emotions can be 
seen as encapsulated or compacted signals that tell a rather complex story about 
the emoter. 

Thus, an angry person experiences a motivation incongruent (low goal condu
civeness), unpleasant state, but considers the situation to be potentially under their 
control (high coping potential). In turn, an ob server, who sees a person react with 
anger to an injustice can conclude that the person has values according to which 
the event in question appears unjust, perceives this injustice as incongruent with 
their own motivational state (which would be to see justice done) and also feels 
endowed with enough resources to act accordingly. Thus, in a very real sense, 
emotion expression can also provide information about the situational context and 
not only vice versa. 

Importantly, however, as mentioned above, the information provided by emo
tional reactions refers not only to the situation at hand, but also to relatively stable 
characteristics of the person. Specifically, stable traits such as dominance, affili
ation, and competence impact the motivational goals, preferences, and resources 
of aperson. Thus, a person who is competent may be expected to have more 
resources to deal with potenti",l problems than a person who is not. Likewise an 
affiliative person can be expected to have affiliative goals. Conversely, seeing a 
person react with anger in a difficult situation suggests that this person is high in 
resources in this situation and likely in other situations as well. Thus, emotion 
expressions provide information that can be used-and is used-to derive stable 
characteristics of a person (Hareli and Hess 2010). 
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This attribution also depends on context factors. For example, the attribution of 
dominance and affiliation depends not only on the emotion shown but also on such 
factors as gender and ethnicity as weIl as the social norm expectations associated 
with these factors (Hess et al. 2000). In what follows, we will further explain what 
we mean by context. 

7.4 Some Elements of Context 

As discussed above, the process of perspective taking necessarily implies the use 
of context information (Kirouac and Hess 1999). A first step consists in delineat
ing what is meant by context or rather to define the different elements of context. 
The first element is what most often is meant by context in common parlance, that 
is, information about the situation in which an emotion was elicited (cf. Barrett 
et al. 2011). As is obvious from our preceding discussions, this is, however, not 
the only type of context information. A second aspect of context regards who the 
person who expresses the emotion iso As mentioned above, this can be either a 
specific individual known to the perceiver or a member of a specific social group 
that is known to the perceiver. Finally, an often overlooked aspect of context 
regards the social roles and norms that guide the expression of emotions. We pro
pose that the information contained in the expression and the information provid~d 
by the context elements that are present in a specific situation is processed by a 
dynamic system involving continuous interaction between context information and 
the low-Ievel processing of cues provided by the stimulus. Such a system permits 
lower-Ievel sensory perception and higher-order social cognition to dynamically 
coordinate across multiple interactive levels of processing to give rise to stable 
identification of a cue (see Freeman and Ambady 2011). 

However, in our view, this conceptualization of context is still incomplete; a 
more comprehensive view of context based on a conceptualization of the perceiver 
as an active "constroctor" of the emotion label should include the perceiver as 
weIl. Specifically, we propose to consider the perceiver's goals and motivations 
in the situation as part of the context. In what follows, we will discuss each of the 
elements of context in more detail. 

7.4.1 Situational Context 

After some early research pointing to the importance of context information for the 
perception of emotions (Wallbott 1988), research in this domain was dormant until 
quite recently. From the above two paths to emotion recognition model, we would 
expect that any information on the cause of an emotion would be helpful in iden
tifying an emotion expression. Thus, individuals who see both the situation which 
elicited the emotion and the emotion expression can use both sources of infor
mation to derive an emotion judgment and rely more on the situation when the 
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expressive information provided is ambiguous (Wallbott 1988). Not only the emo
tion-eliciting situation, but also other communication channels can serve as context 
for facial emotion expressions. Whereas early research on cross-modal ambiguity 
found that ob servers preferentially used facial information for their judgments (Hess 
et al. 1988; Noller 1985), recent studies found a strong effect of body posture on 
emotion identification (Aviezer et al. 2008; Kret and de Gelder 2013). 

The use of context information is also dependent on culture. Thus, Masuda 
et al. (2008) found that Japanese but not Western participants' judgment of a 
central character's emotional state was affected by the emotions expressed by a 
surrounding group. Using a similar paradigm, Hess et al. (2014) found that both 
primed and chronic self-constroal affected the inftuence of the surrounding group 
on the decoding of the emotions of the central character. These and other findings 
(e.g., Barrett et al. 2011) have led to recent calls for research in emotion percep
tion to include context (Hassin et al. 2013). We agree, but feel that this research 
should not stop at only considering situational context. 

7.4.2 Social Group Membership 

In fact, we already mentioned indications of the importance of social group mem
. bership for emotion perception. Thus, knowing that a person is a man or a women 
or a member of a specific ethnic group or has high versus low status all impacts on 
emotion perception (Hess et al. 1997; Hugenberg and Bodenhausen 2003; Ratcliff 
et al. 2012). From our perspective, these findings are special cases of the larger 
inftuence of social roles and norms. 

7.4.3 Social Rules and Norms 

The social and cultural roles which guide the appropriate expression of emotions 
in a specific social context are usually referred to as display (Ekman 1972) or feel
ing roles (Hochschild 1979). Display roles vary both with the type of emotion 
and the context. For example, anger expression is more acceptable for office staff 
than for service agents (Diefendorff and Greguras 2009; Mann 2007). Also, roles 
to suppress negative affect are more strongly normative for women than for men, 
whereas roles to suppress positive emotions are more commonly applied to men 
(Simpson and Stroh 2004). These roles have a strong impact on the expresser's 
emotional behavior. In fact, in,l:erpersonal situations in general are highly role-gov
erned (Gallois 1994) and these roles are not only perceived as normative for the 
interactions but also even as correct in a moral sense (Hall 1959). Consequently, 
people expect costs and rewards as a function of adhering to display roles (Davis 
et a1.1992; Stoppard and Grochy 1993) as even minor violations of roles guiding 
emotional behavior can create substantial problems for the interaction process. 
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Yet, research on display mIes considers the observer mostly as a normative 
force, that is, the perceiver is a source of enforcement of these mIes. In fact, social 
norm violations activate in perceivers not only brain systems associated with the 
representation of the mental state of others, but also brain regions that respond to 
aversive emotions (especially anger) in others (Berthoz et al. 2002). 

However, what is largely rnissing is the study of the influence of the social 
norm knowledge on the perception of emotions, what Buck (1984) callsthe appli
cation of decoding mIes (exceptions are Matsumoto and Ekman 1989; McAndrew 
1986). However, as the research on the influence of the social group membership 
of the expresser discussed above, already hints at-the expectations that we have 
regarding the "proper" behavior of another person should impact on how we inter
pret emotional signals, especially when these signals are ambiguous. In the same 
vein, knowledge of emotional mIes and norms should impact on inferences drawn 
about people who violate such norms (Szczurek et al. 2012). 

That these social norm expectations are already socialized very early in 
childhood is demonstrated by the observation that not only adults but also even 
children as young as 5 years, tend to consider a crying baby as "mad" when 
the baby is purported to be a boy but not when the same baby is purported to 
be a girl (Condry and Condry 1976; Haugh et al. 1980), for whom the behavior 
was attributed to fear. As the face of the expresser already provides informa
tion about the social group membership of the expresser, and differenJsocial 
groups are subject to differing social mIes and hence differing expe~tations 
regarding their "proper" behavior, emotion identification should be guided by 
social norms and mIes even when little or no situation al context information is 
provided. 

7.4.4 The Perceiver's Goals and Motives 

The perceivers' goals, needs, expertise and even their own emotional state 
(Showers and Cantor 1985), also affect emotion identification. A first source of 
influence is provided by the degree of effort that the perceiver invests in attending 
to the available cues. A highly motivated perceiver tends to pay more attention to 
the cues emitted by the target, whereas if motivation is low, less attention may be 
paid. In this vein, Thibault et al. (2006) found that perceivers who strongly identi
fied with members of a group were better at labeling emotion expressions from 
members of that group. In a related finding, drawings of emotional faces purport
edly done by children were rated more accurately than when the same drawings 
were purportedly the product of a computer program (Dietrich et al. 2013). This 
finding fits well the more general idea that people often invest relatively less effort 
in learning ab out the characteristics of out-group others (Park and Rothbart 1982). 
In a sirnilar vein, research on gender differences in emotion recognition shows that 
motivational factors may have a substantial impact on recognition accuracy (Ickes 
and Simpson 2004). 
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Yet, the perceiver's goals and motives as well as emotional state scan affect the 
identification of the emotion also indirectly by determining the extent to which the 
perceiver recmits available context information in order to make a judgment. Thus, 
the emotional state of the perceiver influences how social information is processed 
(e.g., Bower and Forgas 2000, 2001). Specifically, according to Forgas' "affect 
infusion model" (1995), perceivers' information processing strategies differ with 
regard to the extent to which a full search of information occurs and how open or 
closed this search is, that is, in the extend that perceivers use their knowledge. At 
one extreme of this process, the perceiver may directly and automatically retrieve a 
preexisting identification label when encountering a stimulus. This should in fact be 
the case when a highly stereotypical expression-for exarnple, an intense smile
is encountered. At the other extreme, the perceiver may engage in substantive pro
cessing using preexisting knowledge in a relatively unbiased manner (Bower and 
Forgas 2000). And it is precisely the needs, goals, emotions, and the experience of 
the perceiver that has been shown to determine the strategy employed. For exarnple, 
the srnile of another person is usually perceived positively as happiness. But when 
perceivers know the other person to be in competition with them, and hence the 
expresser's goal is to achieve success at the expense of the perceiver, the perceiver 
rnight search for sinister motives on the part of the expresser, and the same srnile 
may become a srnirk and the happiness becomes glee in their mind. 

Next to the varying goals and motives of perceivers, there is also individual 
variation in the extent to which observers are good at "correctly reading" others' 
emotions (e.g., DePaulo and Rosenthai 1978, 1979; Matsumoto et al. 2000) and 
the degree to which they are observant of situational cues. Such differences in 
emotional competence or "expertise"-often referred to as emotional intelligence 
(Salovey and Mayer 1990)-are also expected to influence the outcomes of emo
tion identification. 

Individual differences in personality also can affect identification. Thus, traits 
such as hostility and aggression can bias emotion perception (Hall 2006; Larkin 
et al. 2002). Individual episternic style may also deterrnine the extent to which an 
individual is attentive to others' emotions. In a related vain, van Kleef et al. (2004) 
have shown that individuals who were low on need for closure were affected more 
by the emotions expressed by an opponent in a negotiation than were individuals 
high on need for closure. This can be explained by the tendency of people high 
on need for closure to ignore information, which may in part also make them less 
attentive to the emotions of the other. 

To summarize, characteristics of the perceiver such as more fleeting goals, 
motives, and emotions but also more stable characteristics such as ability and cog
nitive style impact the identification stage in two principal ways. First, by mak
ing certain types of cues more.accessible (Higgins and King 1981), and second by 
leading perceivers to engage in a more purposeful strategy and to actively choose 
the information on which they base their judgments (Showers and Cantor 1985). 
More generally, this notion implies that perceivers will play an active role, privi
leging, usually unconsciously, some interpretations over others, by choosing the 
"right" background information. 
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7.4.5 The Role 0/ the Face 

So far we have discussed a number of elements of context for emotion perception, 
which are more or less c10sely associated with the facial emotion expression itself. 
These range from truly external aspects such as the situation in which the emotion 
was elicited to such aspects as other expressive channels, which are indeed part 
of the overall expression. However, all of these aspects can in fact be transmit
ted not only via our bodily senses but also through words. Thus, the author of a 
novel can describe the expression on the face and provide information about the 
situation and who the people involved are and the reader would likely draw the 
same conc1usions as if the scene had been witnessed first-hand. The last element 
of context that we would like to discuss, however, is different in that it is inexora
bly confounded with facial expressions of emotions and its influence is not readily 
described in words: the morphology of the face. This term refers to both the bone 
structure of the face as well as to other stable facial features such as eye brow and 
lip shape (which arguably are somewhat less stable for women than for men) and 
the wrinkles and folds of the face as we age. 

In recent years, research has accrued showing that these stable features interact 
with facial expressions both in regard to the identification of emotions and when 
it comes to drawing inferences from facial expressions (Hess et al. 2009). Thus, 
fear is better recognized in immature than in mature faces, whereas angeris better 
recognized in mature and male faces (Becker et al. 2007; Sacco and Hugenberg 
2009). Also smiles shown by women are perceived as more appetitive than smiles 
shown by men, whereas angry frowns shown by men are perceived as more threat
ening than angry frowns shown by women (Hess et al. 2007). In fact, it can be 
shown that anger, dominance, and male sex markers on the one hand and happi
ness, affiliation, and female sex markers on the other overlap perceptually in face 
space and are functionally equivalent. That is, anger, dominance and male sex all 
look sufficiently similar that they can and do convey the same meaning with the 
converse for happiness, affiliation, and female sex markers (Becker et al. 2007; 
Hess et al. 2009). In what follows, we will detail these notions. 

7.4.6 Facial Dominance and Affiliation 

People rapidly and spontaneously make judgments about the personality of oth
ers (see e.g., Kenny 2004; Todorov and Uleman 2002, 2003) and these judg
ments are often made on the basis of very little information (Ambady et a1.1995; 
Ambady and Rosenthai 1992), including fleeting glimpses of the face (Rule 
et a1.2009). As mentioned above, these also include the behavioral tendencies of 
dominance and affiliation (Zebrowitz 1997). At the same time, facial emotion 
expressions also signal dominance and affiliation, such that anger and disgust are 
perceived as signals of dominance and low affiliation, happiness signals high affil
iation and high dominance, and sadness and fear signal submission and somewhat 
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higher affiliation (Hess et a1.2000; Knutson 1996). Thus, facial morphology and 
facial expression can signal the same behavioral intentions. This leads to the 
hypothesis that these signals may interact. 

7.4.7 Functional Equivalence Hypothesis 

Darwin (1872/1965) first noted the equivalence between certain emotional behav
iors in animals and more enduring morphological appearance characteristics. 
Thus, he proposed that piloerection and the utterance of harsh sounds by "angry" 
animals are "voluntarily" enacted to make the animal appear larger and hence a 
more threatening adversary (see for example, pp. 95, 104). 

Taking up this notion,. Hess et al.(2007) proposed that some aspects of facial 
expressive behavior and morphological cues to dominance and affiliation are equiv
alent in both their appearance and their effects on emotional attributions. Such a 
functional equivalence between morphology and expression also implies that there 
are important interactions between facial expressions and facial morphology in the 
decoding of expressions of emotion. Hess and colleagues initially tested the func
tional equivalence hypothesis by examining differences in the attribution of emo
tions to men and women (Hess et a1.2004,.2005). This, because men's and women's 
. facial morphology differs in ways that make men appear more dominant and women 
appear more affiliative. Facial expressions can also make faces appear more domi
nant and affiliative and thereby more or less male or female. This, because smiling 
enhances the appearance of the roundness of the face, a female sex marker and a 
marker of baby-facedness, which signals warmth and affiliative intent. Conversely, 
those aspects of the face that make a face appear both dominant and masculine are 
made more salient by anger expressions. Specifically, the tightening of the lips in 
anger makes the mouth region appear more square and the drawing together of the 
eyebrows enhances the apparent thickness of the eyebrows. Thus, these expres
sions resemble both the morphological markers for the perceived behavioral inten
tions of dominance and affiliation. In addition, they are among the markers for sex. 
Thus, persons with dominant appearing faces may not only be perceived as particu
larly capable of anger (Tiedens 2001) and when anger is expressed on such a face 
it should be seen as quite intense, but the face should also appear as more likely to 
be male. Likewise, a more affiliative appearing face displaying happiness should be 
seen as more positive than would a less affiliative face displaying the identical facial 
movement (Hess et al.2007), as well as more likely to be female. 

In fact, this relation between emotion expression, dominance and affiliation, and 
gender is so strong that it can produce the reverse bias, that is, the facial expression 
shown on an androgynous face can bias the assignation of gender to this face. Thus, 
an avatar who shows a happy or fearful expression is perceived as more likely to rep
resent a woman and an avatar who looks angry is' considered to be less likely to rep
resent a woman and in a sex detection task participants are slower to decide that a 
women is indeed a women when she shows anger (Hess et al.2009). 
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Interestingly, these morphology-based associations are also in-line with stereotype 
beliefs about men and women which attribute higher levels of emotional expressivity 
to women than to men with the exception of anger, which is seen as more frequent in 
men (Fischer 1993). This pattern is also found when participants are presented with 
vignettes describing a specific emotion-eIiciting event (Hess et al. 2000). These ste
reotypical expectations regarding men and women's emotionality seem to be strongly 
normative (Hess et al. 2005). This raises the question of how information based on 
facial morphology and information based on social rules interact. 

This was the goal of a study by Hess et al. (2010). As it is impossible in our 
society to fully untangle the influence of these factors since they are highly con
founded, we created an alien society where these factors could be unconfounded. 
In this alien world, Deluvia, child rearing is exclusively assumed by a third gen
der, the caregiver, whereas men and women share the same social roles. The 
facial appearance of the Deluvians was varied along the dominance continuum. 
The resuIts showed that facially' dominant Deluvians, regardless of gender, were 
expected to show more anger, disgust, and contempt and less happiness, fear, 
sadness, and surprise. Also, the nurturing caregivers were expected to show less 
anger, contempt, and disgust as weIl as more fear, sadness, and surprise, regard
less of facial appearance. No effect of gender per se on perceived emotionality 
was found. That is, both facial morphology and beliefs drove the inferences drawn 
from the faces. Thus, the face is not an empty canvas on which emotions appear 
and disappear but rather provides Hs own context to the expression. . 

7.5 The Two Paths Model of Emotion Recognition 

Figure 7.2 summarizes the two paths model of emotion recognition. The basic 
message is that emotion expressions can sometimes be quite directly identified 
through pattern matching. However, in general, facial expressions are only part 
of the relevant information, the other part is provided by the context, which con
sists of situational information, and information on the social group membership 
of the expression, the relevant social rules, and norm as weIl as the goal, motives, 
emotions, and ability of the decoder. These elements will provide on one hand the 
necessary information for the decoder to deduce the emotion of the expresser, by 
either applying the logic of likelihood based on stereotype knowledge or by taking 
the perspective of the expresser. On the other hand, these elements also impact on 
the decoder's motivation to actually engage in that process and on the bias es the 
decoder may introduce as a function of their own congruent or divergent goals. 
FinaIly, in the case of facial expressions (but likely also for other, as yet unstud
ied channels), the medium of the expression Hself influences both the perceptional 
basis of pattern matching (as for example, anger is easier detected in male and 
happiness in female faces, due to the perceptual overlap between expression and 
gender marker) and the choice of context information. As such, no expression is 
ever decoded without context. 
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Pattern matching 

Fig.7.2 The two paths model of emotion perception 

7.6 Conclusions and Future Research 

The present chapter has the goal to outline the importance of context in emotion 
communication. The definition of context, in our view should be expanded to 
not only include the scenes in which the expressions occur and the people who 
may witness the emotion expression, but should acknowledge the active role of 
the perceiver in constructing their understanding of the emotional signal by tak
ing recourse to their tacit knowledge about social norms and rules and the likely 
emotionality of members of different social groups. In a wider sense the perceivers 
own goals, motives and states also provide a context to emotion perception. We 
finally point out, that the notion that facial expressions in particular could be stud
ied without context, as was recently expressed in calls for more context in emotion 
research (Barrett and Kensinger 2010) is not realistic as facial expressions carry 
their own context with them-the face. 

The research on the role of context information for emotion perception is in its 
infancy. In what follows we wm discuss a few directions and questions that in our 
view merit further research as weIl as mention some methodological issues that 

need attention. 
The identification of emotions is muItifaceted. Most of the research on the iden-

tification of emotions focuses on the nonverbal manifestations that are associated 
with specific emotions and ·how accurate perceivers are in identifving emotions 
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from such manifestations (Eleman et a1.1969, 1972, 1987; Ekman and Friesen 
1971; Izard 1971b). Yet, the correct "emotion label" is not the only aspect of the 
reaction that needs to be identified by the ob server. Thus, the intensity of an emo
tional expression, its cause, and object are usually identified together with the 
expression. Importantly, "pure" emotion expressions are rare and hence second
ary emotions are often also identified from a given expression (Algoe et a1.2000). 
Little is known about how secondary emotions, emotion intensity, cause, and 
object are inftuenced by context and how in turn they contribute to the perception 
of the emotion. 

We suggest that the a-priory knowledge that the perceiver has about the situ
ation and the emoter inftuences the identification of the emotions by a perceiver. 
However, at the same time, the emotional facial expressions of others are usually 
understood to be authentie expressions of their feelings. What happens when the 
two sources of information c0ll-ftiet? In extreme cases, where the emotion and 
the purported elicitor are highly incompatible (e.g., a happy smile when seeing 
a mutilation), this results in a negative attitude toward the expresser (Szczurek 
et a1.2012). However, more research is needed to understand how the expression 
conveyed by the expresser interacts with observer's expectations regarding the 
"proper" emotion to be shown in the given situation. 

Related to the above is the question of cultural decoding mIes. Whereas con
siderable research has addressed the impact of cultural display mIes on.emotion 
production, there is considerably less research on the reverse impact of decoding 
mIes. The role that knowledge about those mIes plays in the identification stage, 
however, this is of increasing relevance in our increasingly multicultural world. 
Specifically, emotional display mIes are both culture specific (Boucher 1974; 
Matsumoto 1990) and, like most mIes, not explicitly taught but implicitly acquired 
during socialization (Malatesta and Haviland 1982). Our model prediets that dif
ferences in display mle knowledge should lead to cultural misunderstandings 
when these mIes are applied to the identification of emotions. 

7.6.1 Methodological Concerns 

Research on emotion perception in context also needs to consider a few methodo
logieal issues. First, one important aspect that needs to be considered in this con
text is the normativeness of the expressions examined. In many cases, researchers 
manipulate an emotional expression of a target embedded in a certain context 
(e.g., Szczurek et a1.2012; Van den Stock et a1.2013). Yet, these expressions are 
not always equally normative for the context examined. For example, it may seem 
more normative for a high status person to express anger rather than sadness at 
a failure (Tiedens 2001). Differences between these expressions in terms of their 
effect on perceivers may be, thus, not only a function of the signal value of the 
emotion as such but also its normativeness. Yet, because the participants respond 
to the stimuli by using their naIve knowledge and experience, it is also possible 
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that they simply have less knowledge about non-normative behaviors. In such a 
case, they may respond to the different emotions by using different knowledge 
stmctures. This implies that research on emotion perception in context needs to 
carefully consider which emotions are to be contrasted and to what degree a given 
emotional reaction can be considered normative for the given situational context. 

FinaIly, given that not all aspects of the context can be controIled, it is impor
tant to employ multiple stimuli in each condition so that any idiosyncratic aspect 
of the expresser that cannot be controlled will vary sufficiently so that the chances 
that it will be a confound will be reduced. Although this claim may appear quite 
trivial, in many studies exploring the perception of emotions these precautions are 
not employed and for example only one expresser is used or only expressers of 
one sex. 

7.7 Conclusion 

We offered a discussion of the kind of context factors that potentially intervene 
in the perception of emotions and some of the conditions under which these con
text factors are more likely to affect this process. Yet, our analysis is not the only 
one to discuss the perception of emotions. Other models such as the EASI by van 
Kleef (2009) also aim to describe this process. Yet, this model is less of a com
peting model than a complimentary one as it mainly focuses on the types of out
comes of this process. Among other things, it shows that expressions of emotions 
can affect observers' own emotions as weIl as inferences ab out the expresser. It 
also describes some individual differences characterizing ob servers that affect this 
process. Our model completes this pieture by stressing the effect of context on this 
process and by offering a mechanism by whieh inferences are drawn. 
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